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(1)  Judging from her ______ manner, she must have come up with a feasible solution to the problem. 
(A) massive     (B) futile      (C) assured      (D) alarming 

(2)  Those who study in the same school with you are your _____. 
(A) rivlas       (B) surfers      (C) diggers      (D) schoolmates 

(3)  In the United States and several other western nations, many cases are tried before a ______. 
(A) jury     (B) baker      (C) police officer     (D) candidate 

(4)  I heard to my _____ that our English teacher was seriously ill. 
(A) improvement     (B) equipment     (C) astonishment      (D) experiment  

(5)  He was _____ to find his pocket empty after the dinner with his girlfriend. 
(A) applauded      (B) embarrassed     (C) delighted      (D) confused  

(6)  The little girl was very _____ when she crossed a crowded street. 
 (A) jealous     (B) false     (C) nervous     (D) speechless 

(7)  In warm weather, sea horses spend their time mostly about a meter below the _____ of the water. 
(A) density      (B) surface      (C) bottom     (D) arch 

(8)  The more money the boy is given, the more he wants. You just cannot satisfy his ______. 
(A) greed      (B) miracle       (C) pattern      (D) rope 

(9)  I had a _____ with him last night and we were both upset. 
(A) trousers     (B) deck     (C) cabin      (D) quarrel 

(10) The new British _____ will have a luncheon with the president and some officials today. 
(A) hypocrite     (B) ambassador     (C) corridor     (D) traitor 

(11) I had to ______ Lucy’s invitation to the party because I wanted to listen to a lecture given by Dr. Lee. 
(A) devote      (B) debate      (C) decline     (D) deserve 

(12) Lock all of the gates and windows to ensure that the house is ______. 
(A) secondary     (B) inexpensive     (C) secure     (D) vacant  

(13) It is her ______ to look after her sisters when her parents are out of town. 
(A) responsibility     (B) relationship     (C) registration     (D) reduction   

(14) Japan is located in a quake-prone ______, with plenty of small quakes causing damages to this country 
each year. 
(A) region     (B) fiction     (C) boom     (D) appearance  
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(15) The odd behavior of these insects is ______. Some people believe it suggests the coming of a serious 
natural disaster.  
(A) common     (B) magnetic     (C) ordinary     (D) alarming   

 

二. 文法 (30%, 每題 2 分) 單選題 

(16) Steve doesn't want a chesse burger. _____ he would rather have a bowl of pork noodles. 
(A) Instead     (B) Instead of ,      (C) Replace     (D) Substitute,  

(17) After Jane sent in her application forms to several graduate _____ to hear whether they would admit her 
or not.  
(A) schools and waited        (B) schools and waiting    
(C) schools, he waited         (D) schools, to wait  

(18) Jeff is out of _____ he can't take his girlfriend to a movie tonight.  
(A) money, resulting        (B) money, as a result of  
(C) money. Excepted        (D) money. Therefore.  

(19 ) Johnson _____ a friend in Paris during his winter vacation. 
(A) who is planning to visit      (B) is planning to visit      
(C) planning to visit            (D) to plan to visit.  

(20) Sao Paulo, Brazil, _____ hosts the 2014 World Cup, also has many cultural attractions. 
(A) which       (B)where      (C)wherefore      (D)who   

(21) Joseph is so tied with work that he provides _____ for his children. 
(A) not a time     (B) little time     (C) few time     (D)a few time  

(22) We love to go to the gymnasium because _____ a variety of facilities available.  
(A) there have      (B) they are     (C) there is     (D)there are  

(23) Sophia has contacted _____ in the company for the meeting.  
(A) the staff all members        (B) the all staff members   
(C) staff all members           (D) all the staff members   

(24) Daron remembered _____ his briefcase in the cab, so he called the cab company with his cell phone.  
(A) leaving      (B) to leave     (C) left      (D) to be left  

(25) Due to _____ , the football game was put off.  
(A) there is much rain     (B) it is raining     (C) the heavy rain     (D)rainy  
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(26) _____ writes the best essay on the topic will win a cash prize of NT $50,000.  
(A) Whose             (B) These            (C) Whoever         (D)Whomever  

(27) It wasn’t ______ one hour past dinner time that Marge saw her son entering the door. 
(A) like     (B) until     (C) as     (D) that 

(28) None of the students ______ willing to serve as the class leader, the teacher had no choice but to pick 
Roland, the most reliable student in the class. 
(A) were      (B) be     (C) was      (D) being 

(29) Lavender has been used for its aromatic smell ______ the time of the Roman Empire. 
(A) since      (B) when      (C) unless      (D) at 

(30) Alice likes to share her work with her boyfriend, ______ her boyfriend doesn’t want to talk about his. 
(A) because     (B) so     (C) if     (D) while 

 
 

三. 閱讀測驗 (20%, 每題 4 分) 單選題 

Exhibiting merchandise on a shelf is both a science and an art. As is known, such things as product price 
decide location, and size decides the height at which goods are presented, but it is suggested to also include 
one’s own emotional judgments.  

Admitted that there is a need to construct a set of rules for beginners; nevertheless what also needs to be 
admitted is that the customer is a human being. Feelings are of great importance to human beings in making 
decisions.  

In this regard, it is believed that with practice product display goes beyond rules, and relies on the good 
taste of experienced people.  

In sum, the rules are important, but what may be equally important is one’s own conclusion.  
 

(31) This passage is most likely to be the advice for the employees ________ 
(A) in a supermarket     (B) in a library     (C) in a cinema     (D) in a factory 

(32) When saying that displaying goods on a shelf is "both a science and an art", the author probably means 
that the employees ________. 
(A) are not paid enough for their work           (B) need to study both painting and drawing 
(C) should display in a museum of art           (D) should use their hearts as will as their brains 
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(33) The author believes that the employees _____. 
(A) have leaned noting useful so far            (B) need to memorize the rules 
(C) need to start thinking creatively            (D) have to take lessons in good taste 

(34) When the author says that they must include their "emotional judgments",  he probably means _____. 
(A) decisions made when they are upset are acceptable 
(B) decisions should only be made when they are happy 
(C) decisions made under any kind of situation are acceptable 
(D) decisions can be made without rules to explain 

(35) When judging how to display goods, the author encounters _____. 
(A) how expensive the goods are              (B) how many items come in one box 
(C) how people feel about the goods           (D) how big the goods are 

 

四. 填空: (20%, 每題 4 分) 每題兩個空格, 每個空格 (2 分) 須填上一個恰當的英文字。 

(36) 她一直住在高雄, 直到她 13 歲 
_______ she was 13, she ________ in Kao-hsiung.  

(37) 珍看起來和她姊姊(或妹妹)一樣年輕。 
Jane looks _____  _______ than her sister.  

(38) 全球各地的球迷湧向巴西觀看比賽。 
Fans ______ all _______ the globe flocked to Brazil to view matches.  

(39) 你介意(你)關掉空調嗎？ 
Do you ______ turning _______ the air conditioner?  

(40) 不是所有的球員都準時來參加比賽。 
All the players _____  _________ come on time for the game.  
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一、選擇題（全部皆為單選題，每題 5 分，共 50 分） 
A 題型 
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(A)  0  (B)  −1  (C)  −2  (D)  −3  (E)  None 

(3). The slope of the tangent line to ( ) xyxy +=+ 33 4  at the point (0, 2) is  

(A)  −1/8 (B)  1/8  (C)  −3/8 (D)  3/8  (E)  None 

(4). Which of the following is not a critical point of 24),( 44 +−+= xyyxyxf ? 

(A)  (1, 1) (B)  (1, −1)  (C)  (−1, −1)  (D)  (0, 0)  (E)  None 

(5). The absolute minimum of xxxf 3)( 3 −=  on the interval 



−

2
1,

2
3  is 

(A)  −4  (B)  −2  (C)  −11/8  (D)  0  (E)  9/8 
B 題型 

(6). Suppose that f and g are continuous functions and 7)(
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(8). Let xyxyxf
2
13),( 2 += . Then the directional derivative of f at the point 








5
4,

5
3 in the direction 

0,2=v  is  

(A)  4  (B)  8  (C)  0  (D)  −8  (E)  −4 

(9). The interval of convergence for ( )∑
∞

=

−
0

52
n

nx  is 

(A) [2, 3]  (B) (2, 3]  (C) [2, 3)  (D) (2, 3)  (E) None 

(10). =∫−
−1

1
2 dxx  

(A)  2  (B)  1  (C)  −1  (D)  −2  (E) does not exist. 
 

二、填充題（每題 6 分，共 30 分） 
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(4). Let yeyxf x sin),( = . Then the second partial derivative =),( yxf xy             

(5). If 
x
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三、計算證明題（每題 10 分，共 20 分，需寫出過程，否則不予計分） 

(1). Find the maximum for xyyxf 4),( =  subject to the constraint 0222 =++ yyx . 

(2). Find the open interval(s) on which xxxf 3)( 3 −=  is increasing or decreasing. 

 


